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ABSTRACT 
Terquem's problem asks for the number of combinations 1 < xl < x2 < "'" < x~ ~< n 
with even entries in even position and odd entries in odd position. This is generalized to 
xl ~ 1 + kl(mOd m), xa ~ x~_x + 1 + k~(mod m), j ---- 2(1)p. 
The case m = 2, k~ = 0, j = l(1)p is Terquem's problem, while k5 = 0, j = l(1)p is 
Skolem's generalization. Also considered is the "circular" type problem which results 
when the condition xl ~- 1 + kl(mod m) is deleted. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Terquem's problem [5] has been stated by Riordan [4, p. 17, ex. 15] 
as follows: find the number of p-combinations 
1 ~xl  <xz  < "'" <x~ ~n (1) 
which satisfy 
x l ,  x3 ,  x5 ,... are odd; x2, x4, xe .... are even. (2) 
This was generalized by Skolem (see [3, pp. 313-314]) to: find the number 
of p-combinations (1) which satisfy 
x~ ~ i (mod m), i ----- 1(1) p, (3) 
where m is a fixed modulus >~ 2. Terquem's problem is the case m = 2. 
A solution to Skolem's generalization is given by Church and Gould [1] 
by counting lattice paths in a rectangular array. 
In Section 2 we generalize this still further to: given m >~ 2 and 
* Supported by National Research Council of  Canada. 
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0 ~ k l ,  ks ,..., k~ < m, find the number  f (n ,p ;  m [ k l ,  k2 ,..., k~) of 
p-choices (1) which satisfy 
X 1 ~ 1 -~" k I (mod m), xj ~ X~-x -k 1 -k kj (mod m), j = 2(1) p. (4) 
Skolem's generalization is the case ki = 0, i = 1(I) p. 
In Section 3 a circular-type generalized Terquem problem results 
when we ask: given m ~2,  and 0 ~k2, . . . , k~<m,  p ~2,  find the 
number  f * (n ,  p;  m [ks  .... , k~) of combinations (1) satisfying 
Xj -~- Xj__ 1 "~- 1 -k kj (mod m), j = 2(1) p. (5) 
2. THE NUMBERS f(n, p;  m [ k 1 , k 2 .... , k~) 
To a p-combinat ion (1) there corresponds a place-indicator sequence 
o fp  l 's and n -- p O's: 
l l ,  i = x l  ,..., x~ , 
El, ~2 ..... E,~ Ei ~ 0, otherwise. (6) 
We find the number f (n ,  p; m ] k 1 .... , k~) by constructing the corre- 
sponding sequences (6). Place p l 's in a straight line, forming p + ! cells 
s i ,  s2 ,..., s~+a (the p - -  1 cells between the l 's and the two at the ends). 
Conditions (4) become (I sj] denotes the number of O's in cell s~.) 
Is  j] ~ kj (mod m), j = l(1) p, (7) 
so put ki O's into cell s l ,  k2 into s2 ..... k~ into s~. The remaining 
n --  p --  (k 1 + ... -k k~) O's provide 
[n - -p - - (k l+ . . .+k~)]  
t l m 
groups o fm O's each. Distribute these groups into thep + 1 cells s 1 ..... S~+l 
in 
m + p + l - - 1  
p+l - -1  
ways, since N like objects can be distributed into M unlike cells in 
(u+~i-1) ways. Place the remaining 
[ n - -  p - -  (k l  -~ .." -~- k~) ] 
n - -  p - -  (k l  -k- "'" -k  k~) - -  m 
m 
O's in cell s~+ 1. Thus 
f (n ,  p;  m lk l  ..... k~) = m (8) 
P 
([x] denotes the greatest integer ~< x). 
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An immediate consequence is the recurrence 
f(n,  p; ta lk1  ,..., k~) = f (n  -- k~ -- 1, p -- 1; rn ] kl ,..., k~-O 
-k f (n - -m,p ;mlkx , . . . , k~) ,  n >m,  p ~2.  (9) 
Indeed, the first term on the right counts the combinations for which 
x~ ~ n --  m while the second term counts those for which x~ ~< n -- m. 
When k~ = k2 . . . . .  k~ = O, we have Skolem's generalization 
f (n,  p; m) = f(n,  p; m l O, O ..... 0 )= m , (10) 
P 
(in agreement with [1, p. 61, formula (4)]) satisfying the recurrence 
f (n ,p;  m) =f (n  -- 1,p -- 1 ; m) +f (n  -- re,p; m), p >~ 2, n > m. (11) 
Takingf(n,  0; m) = 1, we see that 
fn(m) = ~ f(n,  p; m)= ~ rn , (12) 
~=o ~=o p 
satisfy the recurrence 
fn(m) ~ f~_~(m) -k fn_m(m), n ~ m -k 1, 
(13) 
fn(m) = n + 1, n = l(1)m 
[1, p. 62, formula (6)]. 
For given n and m, the number Fn(m) of  combinations 
1 ~<xl <x2 < "'" ~<n, n ~> 1, (14) 
such that m ~< xj+l --  x j ,  j = 1, 2,..., is 
F,(m)---- ~ (n - - (p -  1) (m-  1)) (15) 
~=0 P ' 
and these numbers satisfy conditions (13) (see [4, p. 222, problem 1] and 
[2, formulas (24) and (25)]). Thus 
f~(m) = Fn(m). (16) 
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This can be also proved by manipulating formula (12) into (15) as follows. 
We require the identity 
(NK) q_ ~ '  [N - -  I q - i )=  (N § m -- ll) (17) 
i=1 \ K+i  q -m- -  ' 
which is easily established by repeated use of 
(~ n 1)+ (2)= (n + l). 
Nowletn = qmq-r ,O  <~r<m.  Then 
([n+(m-- ~).]) 
f .(m) = ~ _ rn 
~a~O p 
.1 ~. ( ~r+~m ,,~l) 
= ~ (qq-P)-[-  ~ ~ q+ " m +1 
p=O P j=O p~r+jm p 
(and letting i = p -- r -- jm) 
.1~ ~ ~.~.( q+.+j~m ,,+ ~ ~'  i ~) - -  - - \q+P/+ 2 m +1 
~=o P ~=o i=o i + r + jm 
( [ and, s ince l~ i<mimpl ies  m- -  1 i m 
r--I 
-- z (q + ~) 
~=0 P 
q-I ~I  + ~ t(q +, + j(m-,))+ 
J=o r + jm i=1 
/]=i-m) 
q-? r + j (m-  1)- 1 + i) 
r+ jm+i  I +1  
(and, by (17)) 
= (r q+~)  q_q~(q+r+( jq -  1)(m-- 
-- j=o r+( j+ 1)m-- 1 1))q_ 1 
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(and letting i = q - j )  
q ( ( i - -1 ) (m- -  1 ) )+ (q+ 1) =1+~ qm+r- -  . r  
i=l  l 
q•l __ __ ,=o (qm +r  (ii-- 1)(m 1)) 
= i~o (n - ( i -1 ) (m-  . i 1)) 
= Fn(m). 
It is also interesting to prove (16) by establishing a one-to-one mapping 
between the combinations counted in F,~(rn) and those counted in f,~(m). 
Thus, if 
E1 ~ E2 ~...~ En 
is a sequence of O's and l 's corresponding to a combination counted 
in fn(m), then the sequence 
l 
O, if Ei = O, 
e~, E~ ..... E~ e~ = 1, ifE~ = 1 andR1 -- 0(modm), (18) 
0, if Ei = 1 and R1 ~ 0 (mod m), 
where 
R 1 : max{j [ Ei = ~' i+1 . . . . .  El+ j = 1, 0 <~ j <~ n -- i} 
is a sequence corresponding to a combination counted in Fn(m). The 
inverse map assigns to a sequence 
~1,  ~2 . . . . .  ~n 
of O's and l's, corresponding to a combination counted in Fn(m), the 
sequence 
9 t 
O, 
~= 0, 
1, 
if ~i = 1, 
i fS i=0,~ j=0,  
j=i  
i f3 i=O, ~ Sj >O, Lo <m [ L~ + R~ + l ], 
m j=i 
if $r = O, 
' m j=i  
(19) 
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wtiere 
Lo = max{j[ 8i = 8~-1 . . . . .  8i_j = 0, 
and 
0 ~ j  < i}  
R o = max{jl  $i = $i+1 . . . . .  3i+j = 0, 
We note several simple special cases: 
f (n,  p; 2 ] l, O ..... 0 )= 2 
P 
is the number of  p-combinations (1) with x i ,  x3, xs,... 
x2, x4, xe ,... all odd; 
is the number of p-combinations (1) with Xl, x2, x3 .... all even; 
is the number of  p-combinations (1) with x i ,  x2, x3 .... all odd. 
O~j<n- - i} .  
(20) 
all even, 
(21) 
(22) 
3. THE NUMBERS f*(n,  p; m [ k 2 ..... k , )  
These numbers count the p-combinations (1) satisfying 
xj ~ x~._l + 1 + k s (mod m), j = 2(1)p. (23) 
The place-indicator sequence (6) corresponds to an arrangement of 
p l 's  and n --  p O's in a circle with 
(24) 
one of the n entries marked by a* 
to indicate that it is el (E~ ..... % are then read off clockwise). The p l 's  
determine p cells (the spaces between the l's) and we agree to name them 
clockwise c1, c~ ,..., % so that cl contains the entry marked * or has 
this entry at its clockwise "end." 
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In terms of these corresponding circular-starred-arrangements the 
conditions (23) become 
l cj [ ~ k; (rood m), j = 2(1) p. (25) 
We construct (and count) these arrangements a follows. Let 
[n --  p --  (k2m +' ' "  +k~)] '  v=n--p--(kz-k...+k,)--mu. 
Note that condition (25) forces f cl1 to be of the form v + w where 
w ~ 0 (mod m). We may assume these v O's in cell cl are at the clockwise 
"end" of c~. These remarks motivate the following construction. 
Place p l's in a circle, forming p cells. Color one cell so that the cells 
are distinguishable. Distribute u groups of m O's each into the p cells 
in t~+~-l~ ways. Now do either I or II: ~ ~-1  ] 
(I) Mark with a * one of the mu + p entries (the mu O's and the p l's). 
The cells are now lebeled cl, c~ .... , c~ appropriately. Put v O's into c~ 
at the clockwise end o fc~,  put k20's in c2, k3 into c3 .... ,k~ into c~. 
(We have distributed mu -k v + k~ + " .  -k k~ = n - -  p O's). 
(II) Line up v O's and mark one of them with a *, thus 
00 . . .0 - . .0  
v zeros  
This can be done in v ways. Put this group into one of the p cells, at the 
clockwise nd of the cell. This can be done in p ways. Now the cells must 
be labeled ca, c2 ..... c~, so that ca is the cell containing the 0. 
We have constructed 
+ 1 
(mu q- p + vp) (u 
p - -1  ) 
1) 
circular-starred-colored arrangements. Erase the color, and these fall 
into sets of p each which are the same by rotation. Hence, for n >~ 1 
andp ~> 1, 
m. + p + vp I" + P - -  
I :~(H, P; I/q , .... k~) = p ~, p - -1  m ! 
where 
U ~ 
_ 
u+p p 
r l (  l __  p __  (k  2 .07 . . .  2f_ k~)- I " v = n - -  p - -  (k2 + "'" + k~) - -  mu.  
m J L 
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In the case k2 . . . . .  k~ = 0 we have 
f*(n,  p; m) = f*(n,  p; m [0, 0 ..... O) 
[ .n+ m ] ]~ P 
(26) 
f*(n, p; m) is the number of p-combinations atisfying the conditions 
x2 - -  xl + 1 (mod m),..., x~ ~ x~_l + 1 (rood m). 
I fx~ ---- x~_l + 1, then the corresponding (p --  0-combinat ion Xl ..... x~_a 
is counted in f*(n--1,  p--1;m);  if x~>x~_ l+ 1, and hence 
x~ ~> x~_l + 1 + m, the corresponding p-combinat ion 
x l ,  x2 ,..., x~_l, x~ --  m 
is counted in f * (n  --  m, p; m). Thus we have the recurrence 
f*(n,  p; m) = f* (n  -- 1, p -- 1; m) + f * (n  -- m, p; m), n > m, p ~ 2. 
(27) 
Since 
f * (n ,p ;  m]k  2 ,...,k~o) =f*(n  --  k2 . . . . .  k~ ,p ;  m l0 ,  0 ..... 0) 
obviously, (27) is equivalent o 
f * (n ,p ;m l k2,. . . ,k~) = f * (n  -- k~- -  1, p -- 1 ;m l k~ ..... k~_l) 
+f*(n - -m,p ;m]k2  ..... k~), n >m,p  /> 2. 
Defining f* (n ,  0; m)~ m and f * (m)= ~=of* (n ,p ;  m), and observing 
from (26) that f* (n ,  1, m) = n, we deduce, using (27), that for n > m, 
f * (m)  = m + n + ~ f*(n,  p; m) 
2o=2 
=m+ ~ f* (n - -  1, p - -  1; m) -k- m + (n - -  m) 
~o=2 
+ ~ f * (n - -m,p ;m)  
~o~2 
= ~. f * (n - -  1, p ;m)+ ~ f * (n - -m,p ;m)  
~=0 ~o=0 
= f~ 1(m) + * _ fn_m(m). 
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When 1 ~p~<n ~<mwehave 
[ -~- ]  =0 and 
so from (26) 
f *(n, p; m) = 
Thus, 
f*(m) = m + ~ (n -- p+ 1)=m+ 
io=l 
i.e., 
n+(m- -1)p]  = P, 
m 
n+(p- -p l ) (n - -p )  (p )=n_p+l ,  
* * m fn (m) = f*~_l(m) + fn-m( )' 
, n(n + 1) 
f,~ (m) = m + 2 ' 
The case m = 2 is 
f*(n, p; 2) = 
n(n + 1) 
n>m,  
n = l(1)m. 
l~p~n~m.  
l <~ n <~ m, 
n-} - (p - -  1 ) (n - -p - -2 [ -~] )  n+p 
(28) 
1) + (t" 
582/7/2-6 
f*(n,p; 2) =f(n,p;  2) +f(n ,p ;  2[ 1, 0,..., 0), 
i.e., 
the number of p-combinations (1) satisfying the conditions: x l ,  x8 ,... 
have the same parity, x 2 , x4 .... have the same parity, x l ,  x2 have opposite 
parity. Of course 
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